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Part I (Introduction) presents an overview of managerial economics analysis and introduces some key
economic concepts and tools. In the first chapter, the
goals of the firm, the decision-making process, and
the philosophy of optimization are introduced. The
role of profit is explained, and the relationship
between owner-principals and manager-agents is
discussed. Chapter 2 reviews fundamental economic

concepts, including marginal analysis, comparative
statics of demand and supply, net present value,
risk-return analysis, and the measurement of risk.
Appendix 2A provides a self-contained introduction
to optimization and constrained optimization techniques, including applications of basic calculus.
Linear programming applications appear later to
support the discussion of production and cost.

CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION AND GOALS
OF THE FIRM
CHAPTER PREVIEW Managerial economics is

profits in allocating resources in a free enterprise

the application of microeconomic theory and

system. The primary goal of the firm, namely,

methodology to problems faced by decision makers

shareholder wealth maximization, is developed

in the private, public, and not-for-profit sectors.

along with a discussion of how managerial deci-

Managerial economics assists managers in efficiently

sions influence shareholder wealth. The problems

allocating scarce resources, planning corporate

associated with the separation of ownership and

strategy, and executing effective tactics. This chap-

control and agency relationships in large corpora-

ter defines economic profit and examines the role of

tions are explored.

 MANAGERIAL CHALLENGE
Executive Performance Bonus Plan: General Electric 1
Separation of ownership (shareholders) and control
(management) in large corporations permits managers to pursue goals, such as maximization of their
own personal welfare, that are not always in the
long-term interests of shareholders. As a result of
pressure from large institutional shareholders such as
Fidelity Funds, statutes (Sarbanes-Oxley) that mandate stronger corporate governance, and federal tax
laws that severely limit the deductibility of executive
pay, a growing number of corporations seek to assure
that a larger proportion of the manager’s pay occurs
in the form of performance-based bonuses. They are
doing so by (1) tying executive bonuses to the performance of comparably situated competitor companies, (2) raising the performance hurdles that
trigger executive bonuses, and (3) eliminating severance packages that provide windfalls for executives
whose poor performance leads to a takeover or their
own dismissal.

In 2005, CEOs of the 350 largest U.S. corporations were paid $6 million in median total direct
compensation.2 The 10 companies with the highest
shareholder returns the last five years paid $10.6
million in salary, bonus, and long-term incentives.
The 10 companies with the lowest shareholder returns the last five years paid $1.6 million. Figure 1.1
shows that across these 350 companies since 1999,
the managerial incentive pay mirrored corporate
profitability, spiking when profits grow and collapsing when profits decline.
General Electric CEO Jeff Immelt had a 2005
salary of $3.2 million, a cash bonus of $5.9 million,
and gains on long-term incentives that converted
to stock options of $3.8 million. GE distributes
stock options to 45,000 of its 300,000 employees,
but decided that half of CEO Jeff Immelt’s
250,000 “performance share units” should only
convert to stock options if GE cash flow grew
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 MANAGERIAL CHALLENGE
Figure 1.1

CEO Pay Trends
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at an average of 10 percent or more for five years,
and the other half should convert only if GE
shareholder return exceeded the five-year cumulative total return on the S&P 500 index.
In another performance-based executive contract, Salomon Brothers (the investment banking
predecessor of Smith Barney) paid their chairperson, Deryck C. Maughan, an annual base salary
of $1 million plus an annual performance bonus
of up to $24 million. This bonus was based on
Salomon’s overall rate of return on equity and its
rate of return relative to the firm’s five major competitors.3 The table at the top of the next page
shows the possible performance bonuses that the
chairperson could earn. For example, if Salomon’s
annual return on equity was 5 percent, and was not
different from the average rate of return of the five
rival investment banking firms, then the Salomon
chairperson would earn no performance bonus.
On the other hand, the payment of the maximum
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Source: Mercer Human Resource Consulting

$24 million bonus would require the firm to have
an extraordinary year—Salomon’s return on equity
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 MANAGERIAL CHALLENGE
Annual bonus, in millions of dollars
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Salomon Brothers’ return on equity
Source: Salomon Brothers Inc. proxy statements, U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission

would have to be 30 percent (or more), and this
rate of return would have to be 10 (or more)
percentage points above the average of its five
major competitors.
The objective of the firm and how to motivate
managers to pursue this objective is the primary
topic discussed in this chapter.

1

Based on Mercer Human Resource Consulting, CEO Pay
Survey, The Wall Street Journal (April 10, 2006), p. B7.

2

Based on Jiann Lublin, “Goodbye to Pay for No Performance,” The Wall Street Journal (April 11, 2005), p. R1.
Kathryn Kranhold, “Sign of the Times: GE Chief Immelt,”
The Wall Street Journal (September 18, 2003), p. B1.

3

These competitors are Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley,
Bear Sterns, J. P. Morgan, and Bankers Trust.

WHAT IS MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS?
Managerial economics extracts from microeconomic theory those concepts and
techniques that enable managers to select strategic direction, to allocate efficiently
the resources available, and to respond effectively to tactical issues. All managerial
decision making seeks to do the following:
To identify the alternative means of achieving given objective(s), and then to select
an alternative that accomplishes the objective(s) in the most resource-efficient manner,
taking into account the constraints and the likely actions and reactions of rival decision
makers.

For example, consider the following stylized decision problem:

EXAMPLE

CAPACITY EXPANSION AT HONDA, N.A., AND TOYOTA MOTORS, N.A.
Honda and Toyota are attempting to expand their already substantial assembly
operations in North America. Both companies face increasing demand for their
U.S.-manufactured vehicles, especially Toyota Camrys and Honda Accords. Camrys
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and Accords rate extremely high in consumer reports on durability and reliability.
The demand for used Accords is so strong that they depreciate only 45 percent in
their first four years. Other competing vehicles may depreciate as much as 65 percent in the same period. Toyota and Honda have identified two possible strategies
(S1 and S2) to meet the growing demand for Camrys and Accords. Strategy S1
involves an internal expansion of capacity at Toyota’s $700 million Princeton,
Indiana, plant and Honda’s Marysville, Ohio, plant. Strategy S2 involves the purchase and renovation of assembly plants now owned by General Motors. The new
plants will likely receive substantial public subsidies through reduced property
taxes. The older plants already possess an enormous infrastructure of local suppliers
and regulatory relief.
The objective of Toyota’s managers is to maximize the value today (present value)
of the expected future returns (profit) from the expansion. This problem can be
summarized as follows:
Objective function: Maximize the present value (PV) of profit (S1, S2)
Decision rule:
Choose strategy S1 if PV(Profit S1)  PV(Profit S2)
Choose strategy S2 if PV(Profit S1)  PV(Profit S2)
This simple illustration shows how resource-allocation decisions of managers attempt to maximize the value of their firms across forward-looking dynamic strategies for growth while respecting all ethical, legal, and regulatory constraints.

THE DECISION-MAKING MODEL

Economic Profit
The difference between
total revenue and total
economic cost. Economic
cost includes a “normal”
rate of return on the
capital contributions of
the firm’s partners.

The ability to make good decisions is the key to successful managerial performance.
All decision making shares several common elements. First, the decision maker must
establish the objectives of the organization. Next, the decision maker must identify the
problem requiring a solution. For example, the CEO of electronics retailer Circuit City
may note that the profit margin on sales has been decreasing. This decrease could be
caused by pricing errors, declining labor productivity, or the use of outdated retailing
concepts. Once the source or sources of the problem are identified, the manager can
move to an examination of potential solutions. The choice between these alternatives
depends on an analysis of the relative costs and benefits, as well as other organizational
and societal constraints that may make one alternative preferable to another.
The final step in the decision-making process, after all alternatives have been
evaluated, is to analyze the best available alternative under a variety of changes in
the assumptions before making a recommendation. This crucial final step is referred
to as a sensitivity analysis. Knowing the limitations of the planned course of action
as the decision environment changes, the manager can then proceed to an implementation of the decision, monitoring carefully any unintended consequences
or unanticipated changes in the market. This six-step decision-making process is
illustrated in Figure 1.2.

THE ROLE OF PROFITS
Economic profit is the difference between total revenue and total economic cost.
Total revenue is measured as the sales receipts of a firm, that is, price times quantity
sold. The economic cost of any activity may be thought of as the highest valued
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sensitivity analysis
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alternative opportunity that is forgone. To attract labor, capital, intellectual property, land, and materials, the firm must offer to pay a price that is sufficient to
convince the owners of these resources to sacrifice other alternative activities and
commit their resources to this use. Thus, economic costs may be thought of as
opportunity costs, or the costs of attracting a resource from its next best alternative
use. Accordingly, the term economic cost in this book refers to all costs, both explicit
and implicit, including a normal return (profit) for owners of the resources. In a general sense, economic profit may be defined as the difference between total revenue
and total economic cost. When we refer to profit maximization in this book, we
mean an objective of maximizing this concept of economic profit of the firm.
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WHY ARE PROFITS NECESSARY?
In a free enterprise system, economic profits play an important role in guiding the decisions made by the thousands of competing independent resource owners. The existence
of profits determines the type and quantity of goods and services that are produced and
sold, as well as the resulting derived demand for resources. Because of this important
role played by profits, we will review several theories of profit.
RISK-BEARING THEORY OF PROFIT Some economists have argued that economic profits above a competitive rate of return are necessary to compensate the owners of the
firm for the risk they assume when making their investments. Because a firm’s shareholders are not entitled to a fixed rate of return on their investment—that is, they
are claimants to the firm’s residual cash flows after all contractual payments have
been made—they need to be compensated for this risk in the form of a higher rate
of return.

EXAMPLE

RISK AND PROFITABILITY: HARRAH’S
The relationship between risk and profit levels can be seen in the case of Harrah’s,
the hotel and casino operator. During 2002, Harrah’s earned a return on net worth
of 22.9 percent, compared with a mean return on net worth of 11 percent for all
firms in the hotel and gaming industry, 2001–2005. Hotel and casino firms are subject to severe competitive pressures. MGM Mirage earned 11.2 percent on net
worth in 2002, and Hilton earned 9.6 percent. The hotel and gaming industry
also experiences substantial swings in profitability over time. The 22.9 percent
return on net worth of Harrah’s fell to 8.4 percent in 2005 while MGM Mirage’s
return rose to 14.8 percent. Firms that operate in a high-risk environment require
the potential for high profits exhibited by Harrah’s in 2002 in order to attract
investment capital.

The risk-bearing theory of profits is explained in the context of normal profits,
where normal is defined in terms of the relative risk of alternative investments.
Normal profits for a high-risk firm, such as a casino operator, should be higher than
normal profits for firms of lesser risk, such as water utilities. Indeed, the industry
average return on net worth for the hotel and gaming industry was 12.6 percent in
2005, compared with 9 percent for the water utility industry.
TEMPORARY DISEQUILIBRIUM THEORY OF PROFIT According to the temporary disequilibrium theory of profit, all firms should tend to earn a long-run equilibrium normal
rate of profit (adjusted for risk). At any point in time, however, an individual firm
or the firms in a specific industry might earn a rate of return above or below this
long-run normal return level. Higher or lower returns can occur because of temporary dislocations (shocks) in various sectors of the economy. For example, U.S. firms
that produced oil and natural gas experienced a dramatic increase in profits in
response to supply shortages following the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq in 1990 and
during the general strike in Venezuela in 2002. Rates of return rose substantially.
However, those high returns declined shortly after the war and strike ended, when
market conditions led to excess supplies.
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Similarly, if a new, inexpensive, and readily available energy source were to be
discovered, oil prices would decline substantially. Over time, some producers would
leave this increasingly unprofitable market until a normal rate of profit was restored
for the remaining firms. The inability of our economic system to adjust instantaneously to changes in market conditions may result in short-term profits above or
below normal levels.
MONOPOLY THEORY OF PROFIT In some industries, one firm is effectively able to
dominate the market and potentially earn above-normal rates of return for a long
period of time. This ability to dominate the market may arise from economies
of scale (a situation in which one large firm can produce additional units of output
at a lower cost than can smaller firms), control of essential natural resources, control
of critical patents, or governmental restrictions that prohibit competition. The conditions under which a monopolist can earn above-normal profits are discussed in
greater depth in Chapter 11.
INNOVATION THEORY OF PROFIT The innovation theory of profit suggests that abovenormal profits are the reward for successful innovations. Firms that develop highquality products (such as Porsche) or firms that successfully identify unique market
opportunities (such as Microsoft) are rewarded with the potential for above-normal
profits. Indeed, the U.S. patent system is designed to ensure that these abovenormal return opportunities furnish strong incentives for continued innovation.
MANAGERIAL EFFICIENCY THEORY OF PROFIT Closely related to the innovation theory
is the managerial efficiency theory of profit. This theory maintains that above-normal
profits can arise because of the exceptional managerial skills of well-managed firms.
The ability to earn above-normal profits by exercising high-quality managerial skills
is a continuing incentive for greater efficiency in any economic system.
No single theory of profit can explain the observed profit rates in each industry,
nor are these theories necessarily mutually exclusive. Profit performance is invariably the result of many factors, including differential risk, innovation, managerial
skills, the existence of monopoly power, and chance occurrences. The important
thing to remember is that profit and profit opportunities play a major role in determining the efficient allocation of resources in any economy. Without the market
signals that profits give, it would be necessary to develop alternative schemes on
which to base resource-allocation decisions. These alternatives are often highly bureaucratic and frequently lack the responsiveness to changing market conditions that
a free enterprise system provides.

OBJECTIVE OF THE FIRM
Managerial economic analysis focuses on the maximizing decisions of consumers
and business firms. Economics assumes consumers deliberate over numerous possible purchases in order to secure their maximum total use value from constrained
household budgets. Similarly, business firms are assumed to deliberate over numerous possible product offerings, manufacturing processes, pricing policies, and distribution channels in order to secure their maximum long-term profitability from
constrained assets. Although these constrained optimization models yield many
insights, they ignore spontaneous, impulsive consumer decisions that are more
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appropriately the subject of marketing and consumer psychology. In the same way,
the simple profit-maximization model ignores the timing and risk of profit streams
so prominent in the field of finance. Shareholder wealth-maximization as an objective of the firm overcomes both these limitations.

THE SHAREHOLDER WEALTH-MAXIMIZATION MODEL OF THE FIRM
Shareholder Wealth
A measure of the value
of a firm. Shareholder
wealth is equal to
the value of a firm’s
common stock, which,
in turn, is equal to the
present value of all
future cash returns
expected to be generated
by the firm for the
benefit of its owners.

To maximize the value of the firm, managers should maximize shareholder wealth.
Shareholder wealth is measured by the market value of a firm’s common stock,
which is equal to the present value of all expected future cash flows to equity owners
(assumed for now to be equal to profits) discounted at the shareholders’ required
rate of return:

1
2
3
 
 
 . . .  
V0  (Shares Outstanding)  
(1  ke)
(1  ke)1 (1  ke)2 (1  ke)3

t
V0  (Shares Outstanding)  a 
(1

ke)t
t1

[1.1]

where V0 is the current value of a share of stock (the stock price), t represents the
economic profits expected in each of the future periods (from period 1 to ), and ke
equals the required rate of return. A number of different factors (e.g., interest rates
and economy-wide business cycles) influence the firm’s stock price in ways that are
beyond the manager’s control, but many factors (e.g., innovation and cost control)
are not.
Note that Equation 1.1 does take into account the timing of future profits. By
discounting all future profits at the required rate of return, ke , Equation 1.1 shows
that a dollar received in the future is worth less than a dollar received immediately.
(The techniques of discounting to present value are explained in more detail in
Chapter 2 and Appendix A.) Equation 1.1 also provides a way to evaluate different
levels of risk when ke is increased to account for greater risk. Thus, the greater the
risk associated with receiving a future cash flow stream, the higher the required
rate of return used to discount those cash flows, and the lower the present value. In
short, shareholder value is determined by the amount, timing, and risk of the firm’s
expected profits.

EXAMPLE

SHAREHOLDER WEALTH MAXIMIZATION: BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY 4
Warren E. Buffett, former chairperson and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway, Inc.,
described the long-term economic goal of Berkshire Hathaway as follows: “to maximize the average annual rate of gain in intrinsic business value on a per-share basis.”
Berkshire’s book value per share increased from $19.46 in 1964, when he acquired
the firm, to $91,485 at the end of 2005, a compound annual rate of growth of
21.5 percent. The Standard and Poor’s 500 companies experienced 10.3 percent
growth over this same time period.

4

Annual Report, Berkshire Hathaway, Inc. (2005).
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Berkshire’s directors are all major stockholders. In addition, at least four of
the directors have more than 50 percent of their family’s net worth invested in
Berkshire. Insiders own more than 47 percent of the firm’s stock. As a result,
Buffett’s firm has always placed a high premium on the goal of maximizing
shareholder wealth.

Additional insight regarding the achievement of the shareholder wealthmaximization goal can be gained by decomposing the profit concept, , into its
important elements. Profit in period t, t, is equal to total revenue (TRt ) minus total
costs (TCt ), or
t  TRt

TCt

[1.2]

Similarly, total revenue in period t equals price per unit (Pt ) times quantity sold
(Qt ), or
TRt  Pt  Qt

[1.3]

Total cost in period t equals variable cost per unit (Vt ) times the number of units
of output (Qt ) plus fixed costs in period t, Ft, or
TCt  Vt  Qt  Ft

[1.4]

By combining Equations 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 with Equation 1.1, we get


V0 (Shares Outstanding)  a

t1

Pt Qt

Vt Qt
1  ke t

Ft

[1.5]

The integrative nature of the shareholder wealth-maximization model is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The term Pt  Qt represents the total revenue generated by the
firm. From a decision-making perspective, this value is dependent on the firm’s
demand function (discussed in Chapters 3–6) and the firm’s pricing decisions
(see Chapters 10–14). The firm’s costs, both fixed (Ft) and variable (Vt) are discussed
in Chapters 8 and 9. A firm that chooses a capital-intensive production technology
(discussed in Chapter 7) will tend to have a higher proportion of fixed costs than will
a firm that chooses a more labor-intensive technology.

EXAMPLE

RESOURCE ALLOCATION DECISIONS AND SHAREHOLDER WEALTH:
APPLE COMPUTER5
In distributing its stylish iMac personal computers and high-tech iPods, Apple considered three distribution channels. On the one hand, copying Dell’s direct-to-theconsumer approach would entail buying components from Motorola, AMD, and
Intel, and then hiring third-party manufacturers to assemble what each customer
ordered just-in-time to fulfill Internet or telephone sales. Inventories and capital equipment costs would be low, making almost all costs variable. Alternatively, Apple could
5

Based on Nick Wingfield, “How Apple’s Store Strategy Beat the Odds,” The Wall Street Journal (May 17,
2006), p. B1.
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enter into distribution agreements with an independent electronics retailer such as
Computer Tree. Finally, Apple could retail its own products in Apple Stores. This third
approach entails enormous capital investment and a lower proportion of variable cost
especially if the retail chain sought high visibility locations and needed lots of space.
Recently Apple opened its 147th retail store on Fifth Avenue in New York City.
The location left little doubt as to the allocation of company resources to this new
distribution strategy. Apple occupies a sprawling subterranean space topped by a
glass cube, designed by Steve Jobs himself, across from Central Park and the famed
Plaza Hotel. Apple’s profits in this most heavily trafficked tourist and retail corridor
will rely on several initiatives; (1) in-store theaters for workshop training on iMac
programs to record music or edit home movies, (2) numerous technical experts
available for troubleshooting with no waiting time, and (3) continuing investment
in one of the world’s most valuable brands. In 2005, Apple made $151 million in operating profits on $2.35 billion in sales at Apple Stores, a 6.4 percent margin relative
to approximately 2 percent company-wide.

Figure 1.3

The Determinants of Firm Value

Limited by

Value of a
firm
equals

Internal (resource)
and external
regulatory
constraints
(Chapter 16)

∞ P t ⭈ Qt – V t ⭈ Qt – F t

Σ

t=1

(1 + ke)t

The discount rate, ke, depends on
1. Perceived risk of the firm
(Chapter 2 and Appendix B)
2. Capital market conditions

Future stream of profits depends on
1. Revenues generated
—demand theory and forecasting
(Chapters 3–5)
—pricing and output
(Chapters 10–14)
—export/import considerations
(Chapter 6)
2. Costs
—production methods used
(Chapters 7 and 8)
—nature of cost function
(Chapters 8 and 9)
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ECONOMIC PROFITS, ACCOUNTING PROFITS, AND CASH FLOWS
The economic profit concept we use is not the same as the accounting definition
of earnings, or net income, for several reasons. First, accounting profits can be
ambiguous because generally accepted accounting principles allow a great deal of
latitude when it comes to reporting profits. In addition, accounting profits do not take
into account the opportunity cost of the capital invested by a firm’s owners. Finally,
accounting profits might not reflect actual cash flows because of the arbitrary statement of depreciation and the frequent misstatement of the value of inventories.
In practice, managers who seek to maximize shareholder wealth focus on maximizing the present value of the cash flows available to the equity owners of the firm.
The definition of cash flow available to a firm’s equity owners is unambiguous and
consistent with the objective of maximizing the present value of expected future economic profits. Throughout this text, when the term profit is used, it means economic,
not accounting-defined profits. When used in this way, the profit concept is consistent with the cash flow concept and will lead to shareholder wealth-maximizing
decisions by managers.

SEPARATION OF OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL:
THE PRINCIPAL-AGENT PROBLEM
Profit maximization and shareholder wealth maximization are useful concepts when
alternative choices can be easily identified and when the associated costs and revenues can be readily estimated. Examples include scheduling capacity for optimal
production runs, determining an optimal inventory policy given sales patterns and
available production facilities, introducing an established product in a new geographic market, and choosing whether to buy or lease a machine. In other cases,
however, where the alternatives are harder to identify, the costs and benefits are less
clear, or the goals of owners and managers are not aligned, managers often pursue
their own self-interests.

DIVERGENT OBJECTIVES AND AGENCY CONFLICT

Agency Relationship
A basis for delegating
decision-making
authority from principals to agents.

As sole proprietorships and closely held businesses grow into limited liability corporations, the owners (the principals) frequently delegate decision-making authority
to professional managers (the agents) in an agency relationship. Because the
manager-agents usually have much less to lose than the owner-principals, the agents
often seek acceptable levels (rather than a maximum) of profit and shareholder
wealth while pursuing their own self-interests. This issue is known as a principalagent problem or “agency conflict.”
For example, as oil prices subsided with the collapse of the OPEC cartel in the
1990s, Exxon’s managers diversified the company into product lines, including
computer software development, which was an area where Exxon had little or no
expertise or competitive advantage. The managers were hoping that diversification
would smooth out their executive bonuses tied to quarterly earnings, and it did.
However, the decision to diversify ended up causing an extended decline in the value of
Exxon’s stock.
Pursuing their own self-interests can also lead managers to focus on their own
long-term job security. In some instances it can motivate them to limit the amount of
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risk taken by the firm because an unfavorable outcome resulting from the risk could
lead to their dismissal. But failing to take risks can be deadly in and of itself. Kodak
is a good example. In the early 2000s, Kodak’s executives didn’t want to risk developing early digital photography products. When the demand for digital products
subsequently soared, Kodak was left with too few markets for its traditional film
products. Like Exxon, its stock value seriously declined.
Finally, the cash flow to owners erodes when the firm’s resources are diverted
from their most productive uses to perks for managers. In 1988 RJR Nabisco
was a firm that had become bloated with corporate retreats in Florida, an extensive fleet of corporate airplanes and hangars, and an executive fixation on an
awful tasting new product (the “smokeless” cigarette Premier). These management choices left RJR Nabisco with substantially less value in the marketplace
than would have been possible with better resource allocation decisions.
Recognizing the value enhancement potential, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.
(KKR) initiated a hostile takeover bid and acquired RJR Nabisco for $25 billion
in early 1989. The purchase price offered to common stockholders by KKR was
$109 per share, much better than the $50 to $55 pre-takeover price. The new
owners moved quickly to sell many of RJR’s poorly performing assets, slash operating expenses, and cancel the Premier project. Although the deal was heavily
leveraged with a large amount of debt loaned at high interest rates, a much improved cash flow allowed KKR to pay down the debt within seven years, substantially ahead of schedule.
To forge a closer alliance between the interests of shareholders and managers,
some companies structure a larger proportion of the manager’s compensation in the
form of performance-based payments. For example, in 2002 Walt Disney’s Michael
Eisner received more than $20.2 million in long-term compensation (in addition to
his $750,000 salary) as a reward for increasing Walt Disney’s market value tenfold
from $2 billion to $23 billion during his 10 years as CEO.6 Other firms such as
Hershey Foods, CSX, Union Carbide, General Motors, and Xerox require senior
managers and directors to own a substantial amount of company stock as a condition of employment. The idea behind this stipulation is to align the pocketbook
interests of managers directly with those of stockholders. In sum, how motivated a
manager will be to act in the interests of the firm’s stockholders depends on the structure of his or her compensation package, the threat of dismissal, and the threat of
takeover by a new group of owners.

EXAMPLE

AGENCY COSTS AND CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING: O.M. SCOTT & SONS
The existence of high agency costs sometimes prompts firms to financially restructure themselves to achieve higher operating efficiencies. For example, the lawn products firm O.M. Scott & Sons, previously a subsidiary of ITT, was purchased by the
Scott managers in a highly leveraged buyout (LBO). Faced with heavy interest and
principal payments from the debt-financed LBO transaction and having the potential to profit directly from more efficient operation of the firm, the new ownermanagers quickly put in place accounting controls and operating procedures
designed to improve Scott’s performance. By monitoring inventory levels more

6

“That Eye-Popping Executive Pay,” BusinessWeek (April 25, 1994), pp. 52–58.
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closely and negotiating more aggressively with suppliers, the firm was able to reduce
its average monthly working capital investment from an initial level of $75 million
to $35 million. At the same time, incentive pay for the sales force caused revenue to
increase from $160 million to a record $200 million.7

AGENCY PROBLEMS

Agency Costs
Costs associated with
resolving conflicts of
interest among shareholders, managers, and
lenders. Agency costs
include the cost of
monitoring and bonding
performance, the cost
of constructing contracts
designed to minimize
agency conflicts, and
the loss in efficiency
resulting from unresolved agent-principal
conflicts.

Two common factors that give rise to all principal-agent problems are the inherent
unobservable nature of managerial effort and the presence of random disturbances
in team production. The job performance of piecework garment workers is easily
monitored, but the work effort of salespeople and manufacturer’s trade representatives may not be observable at less-than-prohibitive cost. Directly observing managerial input is even more problematic because managers contribute what one might
call “creative ingenuity.” Creative ingenuity in anticipating problems before they
arise is inherently unobservable. Owners know it when they see it, but often do not
recognize when it is missing. As a result, in explaining fluctuations in company
performance, the manager’s creative ingenuity is often inseparable from good and
bad luck. Owners therefore find it difficult to know when to reward managers for
upturns and when to blame them for poor performance.
In an attempt to mitigate these agency problems, firms incur several agency costs,
which include the following:
1. Payroll expenditures to structure executive compensation in a way that aligns
the incentives for management with shareholder interests, such as grants of
restricted stock or deferred stock options, discussed as a mechanism design issue
in Chapter 15.
2. Internal audits and accounting oversight boards to monitor management’s
actions. In addition, many large creditors, especially banks, now monitor financial ratios and investment decisions of large debtor companies on a monthly or
even biweekly basis. These initiatives strengthen the firm’s corporate governance.
See Table 1.1 for implementation mechanisms of corporate governance.
Table 1.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation Mechanisms of Corporate Governance

Internal monitoring by independent board of director subcommittees
Internal/external monitoring by large creditors
Internal/external monitoring by owners of large blocks of stock
Auditing and variance analysis
Internal benchmarking
Corporate culture of ethical duties
High employee morale supportive of whistle blowers

3. Bonding expenditures and fraud liability insurance to protect the shareholders
from managerial dishonesty.
4. Lost profits arising from complex organizational structures designed to limit
managerial discretion, but which prevent timely responses to opportunities.
7
A more complete discussion of the Scott experience can be found in Brett Duval Fromson, “Life After Debt: How
LBOs Do It,” Fortune (March 13, 1989), pp. 91–92.
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WHAT WENT WRONG

SATURN CORPORATION8
When General Motors rolled out their “different
kind of car company” in 1991, J.D. Powers rated
product quality 8 percent ahead of Honda, and
customers liked the no-haggle selling process.
Saturn achieved the 200,000 unit sales enjoyed
by the Honda Civic and the Toyota Corolla in
two short years and caught the 285,000 volume of
the Ford Escort by 1995. Making interpersonal
aspects of customer service the number-one priority and possessing superior inventory and MIS
systems, Saturn dealerships proved profitable and
quickly developed a reputation for high customer
loyalty in the industry.
However, with pricing of the base Saturn
model $1,200 below the $12,050 rival Japanese
compact cars, the GM parent earned only a $400
gross profit margin per vehicle. In a typical year it
meant GM was recovering only about $100 million of its $3 billion capital investment, a paltry
3 percent return. Netting out GM’s 11 percent
cost of capital, each Saturn was losing approximately $1,000. These figures compare to a $3,300
gross profit margin per vehicle in some of GM’s
other divisions. Consequently, cash flow was not
reinvested in the Saturn division, products were
not updated, and the models stagnated. By 1997,
sales were slumping at 9 percent and in 1998
they fell an additional 20 percent.
Two problems appear responsible for Saturn’s
midlife crisis. First, GM failed to adopt a changemanagement view of what would be required
to transfer the first-time Saturn owners to more

profitable GM divisions. The corporate strategy
was that price-conscious young Saturn buyers
would eventually trade up to Buick and Oldsmobile. Instead, middle-aged loyal Saturn owners
sought to trade up within Saturn, and finding no
sporty larger models available, they switched to
larger Japanese imports like the Honda Accord
and Toyota Camry. Second, yen-dollar exchange
rates fluctuated sharply between 1995 and 2005
from 94 to 130 yen per U.S. dollar. This shifting
exchange rate made it possible at times for Honda
and Toyota to discount the dollar prices of Civics,
Accords, Corollas, and Camrys without reducing
the yen revenue from these exports.
Saturn has now learned that companies whose
products are exposed to competition from foreign
producers must plan product introductions and
marketing campaigns to account for this global
competitive environment. Recent product introductions included a sport wagon, a fuel-efficient
SUV, and a high-profile sports coupe. The new
Saturn gasoline-electric hybrid is likely to underprice Toyota’s much heralded hybrid while retaining all the loyalty-building features of Saturn
quality.

8

Based on M. Cohen, “Saturn’s Supply-Chain Innovation,”
Sloan Management Review, Summer 2000, pp. 93–96; “Small
Car Sales Are Back” BusinessWeek (September 22, 1997),
pp. 40–42; and “Why Didn’t GM Do More for Saturn?”
BusinessWeek (March 16, 1998), p. 62.

IMPLICATIONS OF SHAREHOLDER WEALTH MAXIMIZATION
Critics of those who want to align the interests of managers with equity owners often
allege that maximizing shareholder wealth focuses on short-term payoffs—sometimes
to the detriment of long-term profits. However, the evidence suggests just the opposite. Short-term cash flows reflect only a small fraction of the firm’s share price;
the first five years of expected dividend payouts explain only 18 percent and the first
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ELI LILLY DEPRESSED BY LOSS
OF PROZAC PATENT9
Pharmaceutical giants such as GlaxoSmithKline,
Merck, Pfizer, and Eli Lilly expend an average of
$802 million to develop a new drug. It takes
12.3 years to research and test for efficacy and
side effects, conduct clinical trials, and then produce and market a new drug. Only 4 in 100 candidate molecules or screening compounds lead to
investigational new drugs (INDs). Only 5 in 200
INDs display sufficient efficacy in animal testing
to warrant human trials. Clinical failure occurs in
6 of 10 human trials, and only half of the FDAproposed drugs are ultimately approved. In sum,
the joint probability of successful drug discovery
and development is just 0.04  0.025  0.4 
0.5  0.0002, two hundredths of 1 percent. Those
few patented drugs that do make it to the pharmacy shelves, especially the blockbusters with
several billion dollars in sales, must contribute
enough operating profit to recover the cost of all
these R&D failures.
In 2000, one of the key extension patents for
Eli Lilly’s blockbuster drug for the treatment of
depression, Prozac, was overturned by a regulator

and a U.S. federal judge. Within one month, Eli
Lilly lost 70 percent of Prozac’s sales to the generic
equivalents. Although this company has several
other blockbusters, Eli Lilly’s share price plummeted 32 percent. CEO Sidney Taurel said he had
made a mistake in not rolling out Prozac’s successor replacement drug when the patent extension
for Prozac was first challenged. Taurel then moved
quickly to establish a new management concept
throughout the company. Now, each new Eli Lilly
drug is assigned a team of scientists, marketers,
and regulatory experts who oversee the entire life
cycle of the product from research inception to
patent expiration. The key function of these crossfunctionally integrated teams is contingency
analysis and scenario planning to deal with the
unexpected.
9

C. Kennedy, F. Harris, and M. Lord, “Integrating Public
Policy and Public Affairs into Pharmaceutical Marketing:
Differential Pricing and the AIDS Pandemic,” Journal of
Public Policy and Marketing (Fall 2004), pp. 1–23; and
“Eli Lilly: Bloom and Blight,” The Economist (October 26,
2002), p. 60.

ten years only 35 percent of the share prices of NYSE stocks.10 The goal of shareholder wealth maximization requires a long-term focus.
Admittedly, value-maximizing managers must manage change—sometimes radical changes in competition (airlines), technology (Internet sales), and regulation
(cigarettes)—but they must do so with an eye to the long-run sustainable profitability
of the business. In short, value-maximizing managers must anticipate change and
make contingency plans.
Shareholder wealth maximization also reflects changes in the information available to the public about a company’s expected future cash flows and foreseeable
risks. As such, it reflects the strategic investment opportunities a management team
develops, not only the firm’s preexisting positive net present value investments.
Amgen, a biotechnology company, had shareholder value of $42 million in 1983

10
J. R. Woolridge, “Competitive Decline: Is a Myopic Stock Market to Blame?” Journal of Applied Corporate
Finance (Spring 1988), pp. 26–36.
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despite no sales, no cash flow, no capital assets, no patents, and poorly protected
trade secrets. By 2003, Amgen had sales of more than $7.9 billion and cash flow of
$2 billion annually. Over the intervening 20 years, Amgen had developed and exercised enormously valuable strategic opportunities in biotechnology.
In general, only about 85 percent of shareholder value can be explained
by even 30 years of cash flows.11 The remainder reflects the capitalized value of
strategic options to expand some profitable lines of business, to abandon others,
and to retain but delay investment in still others until more information becomes
available.
Value-maximizing behavior on the part of managers is also distinguishable from
satisficing behavior. Satisficers strive to “hit their targets” (e.g., achieve sales growth,
return on investment, or safety rating targets). Not value maximizers. Rather than
trying to meet a standard like 97 percent, 99 percent, or 99.9 percent error-free takeoffs and landings, or to deliver a 9, 11, or 12.1 percent return on shareholders’
equity, the value-maximizing manager will commit himself or herself to continuous
incremental improvements. Any time the marginal benefits of an action exceed its
marginal costs, the value-maximizing manager will just do it.

CAVEATS TO MAXIMIZING SHAREHOLDER VALUE
Managers should concentrate on maximizing shareholder value alone only if three
conditions are met. These conditions require (1) complete markets, (2) no significant
asymmetric information, and (3) known recontracting costs. We now discuss how a
violation of these conditions necessitates a much larger view of management’s role in
firm decision making.
COMPLETE MARKETS For all the effects of management decisions to directly influence
a company’s cash flows, forward or futures markets as well as spot markets must be
available for the firm’s inputs, output, and by-products. For example, forward and
futures markets for crude oil and coffee bean inputs allow Texaco and Starbucks
Coffee to plan their costs with more accurate cash flow projections. For a small 3–5
percent fee known in advance, value-maximizing managers can use forward or
futures markets to lock in their input expense and avoid unexpected cost increases.
This completeness of the markets allows a reduction in the cost-covering prices of
gasoline and cappuccino.

EXAMPLE

TRADABLE POLLUTION PERMITS AT DUKE POWER12
Similarly, completing the market by establishing a market system for tradable air
pollution permits has set a price on the sulfur dioxide (SO2) by-product from burning high-sulfur coal. SO2 emissions from coal-fired power plants have raised the
acidity of rain and mist in eastern forests from Maine to Georgia to levels almost
100 times higher than the natural acidity of rainfall in the Grand Tetons in the
far northwestern United States. Dead trees, peeling paint, increased asthma, and
stone decomposition on buildings and monuments have been the result. To elicit
11
12

Woolridge, op. cit.

Based on “Cornering the Market,” The Wall Street Journal ( June 5, 1995), p. B1; and Economic Report of the
President, February 2000 (Washington, DC: U.S.G.P.O., 2000), pp. 240–264.
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substantial pollution abatement at the least cost, the Clean Air Act of 1990 created a
market for the rights to emit SO2.
The Environmental Protection Agency issued tradable pollution allowances
(TPAs) to 467 known SO2 polluters for approximately 70 percent of the previous
year’s emissions. The utility companies doing the polluting then began to trade the
allowances. Companies that were able to abate their emissions at a low cost (perhaps
because they had smokestack scrubbing equipment) sold their allowances to plants
that couldn’t abate their emissions as cost-effectively. In other words, the low-cost
abaters were able to cut their emissions cheaply and then sell the permits they didn’t
need to high-cost abaters. The result was that the nation’s air got 30 percent cleaner
at the least possible cost.
As a result of the growing completeness of this market, electric utilities such as
Duke Power now know what expense line to incorporate in their cash flow projections
for the SO2 by-products of operating with high-sulfur coal. TPAs can sell for more
than $100 per ton, and a single utility plant operation may require 15,000 tons of
permits or more. The continuous trade-off between installing multimillion dollar pollution abatement equipment, utilizing higher-cost alternative fuels such as low-sulfur
coal and natural gas, or paying the current market price of these EPA-issued pollution
permits can now be explicitly analyzed and the least cost solutions found.

NO ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION Monitoring and coordination problems within the corporation and contracting problems between sellers and buyers often arise because of
asymmetric information. Line managers and employees can misunderstand what senior
executives intend and miscommunicate these intentions to customers. A Food Lion
memo challenging employees to find a thousand different ways to save 1 percent of
their own costs elicited undesirable shortcuts in food preparation and storage. TV
newswoman Dianne Sawyer then secretly recorded seafood counter employees spraying old fish with a light concentration of ammonia to restore the red appearance of fresh
salmon. Clearly, this behavior was not what the senior executives intended Food Lion
customers to believe overzealous cost-cutters would regularly do to their seafood.
Building a good reputation with customers, workers, and the surrounding tax
jurisdiction is one way companies deal with the problem of asymmetric information,
and managers must attend to these reputation effects on shareholder value. We discuss the implications of asymmetric information on cost-covering equilibrium prices
in competitive markets in Chapter 10.
KNOWN RECONTRACTING COSTS Finally, to focus exclusively on the discounted
present value of future cash flows necessitates that managers obtain not only sales
revenue and expense estimates but also forecasts of future recontracting costs for
pivotal inputs. Owners of professional sports teams are acutely aware of how
unknown recontracting costs with star players can affect the value of their franchises. A pivotal player can often “hold up” the firm’s owners when the time comes
for contract renewals. In another instance, Westinghouse entered into long-term
supply contracts to provide fuel rods to nuclear power plants across the country.
Thereafter, when the market price of uranium quadrupled, Westinghouse refused
to deliver the promised fuel rods and the utility companies then sued for damages.
Value-maximizing managers must anticipate and mitigate these recontracting
problems.
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LOW EARTH ORBIT SPACE JUNK: MOTOROLA AND TELEDESIC13
Satellite orbital paths are becoming congested with space junk. The U.S. Air Force’s
Space Command tracks 8,500 objects that are 10 centimeters or larger in low earth
orbit (6–125 miles up) and 1 meter or larger in geosynchronous orbit (20,000 miles
up). However, a collision with an object as small as one-half a centimeter will
depressurize the space shuttle resulting in “mission loss.” In July 1996, Cerise, a
French satellite, tumbled out of orbit after colliding with small pieces of an exploded
Arienne 4 French rocket. The vastness of interstellar space is just that—vast—but
geosynchronous and low earth orbits are becoming congested. About 70 to 100 new
commercial and military satellites are launched per year worldwide at a cost of
about $8,000 to $25,000 per pound. Lockheed Martin is testing an X-33 rocket that
will reduce this cost to $1,000 per pound. As companies such as Aeroastro and Kelly
Space develop still cheaper launch systems that can achieve escape velocity, the
congestion will surely worsen.
The problem is that satellite orbital paths are common property resources like deep
sea fisheries. No company or nation has an incentive to economize on their use in order
to achieve maximum sustainable yield because no one can appropriate the benefits of
doing so. No private property rights are specified, assigned, or enforced. As a result,
each producer has an incentive to overuse the resource. When congestion occurs, the
costs are widespread, but the catastrophic accident costs fall upon individual parties.
Who owes what to whom when a future Cerise plows into a Motorola satellite has not
been determined. This lack of private property rights and the consequentially incomplete market prevents all but the most vague analysis of projected cash flows.
When Motorola contracted with Teledesic to launch a swarm of 924 new communication satellites into low earth orbit, Teledesic began to lobby for the privatization of
the common property resources associated with satellite orbital paths. More complete
markets could then emerge to price the paths, and that would enable meaningful
recontracting cost analysis of the projected cash flow expense for replacing a satellite.

To the extent markets are incomplete, information is asymmetric, or recontracting costs are unknown, managers must attend to these matters in order to maximize
shareholder wealth rather than simply focusing myopically on maximizing the net
present value of expected future cash flows.

RESIDUAL CLAIMANTS
A growing consensus believes that the primary duty of management and the board
of directors of a company is to the shareholders themselves. Shareholders have a
residual claim on the firm’s net cash flows after all expected contractual returns have
been paid. All the other stakeholders (employees, customers, bondholders, banks,
suppliers, the surrounding tax jurisdictions, the community in which plants are located,
etc.) have contractual expected returns. If expectations created by those contracts
are not met, any of these stakeholders has access to the full force of the contract law
in securing whatever they are due. Shareholders have contractual rights too, but
13
Based on “To Boldly Dump,” The Economist (March 29, 1997), p. 87; and “They’re Going Crazy in Space,”
BusinessWeek (July 28, 1997), p. 89.
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those rights simply entitle them to whatever is left over, that is, to the residual. As a
consequence, when shareholder owners hire a CEO and a board, they impose a fiduciary duty to allocate the company’s resources in such a way as to maximize the net
present value of these residual claims, which constitutes the objective of shareholder
wealth maximization.
Be clear, however, that the value of any company’s stock is quite dependent
on reputation effects. Underfunding a pension plan or polluting the environment results in massive losses of capitalized value because the financial markets anticipate
(correctly) that such a company will have reduced future cash flows. Labor costs to
attract new employees will rise; tax jurisdictions will reduce the tax preferences
offered in new plant locations; customers may boycott; and the public relations,
lobbying, and legal costs of such a company will surely rise. All these factors imply
that wealth-maximizing managers must be carefully attuned to stakeholder interests
precisely because it is in their shareholders’ best interests to do so.

GOALS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR AND NOT-FOR-PROFIT ENTERPRISES14
The value-maximization objective developed for private sector firms is not an
appropriate objective in the public sector or in not-for-profit (NFP) organizations.
These organizations pursue a different set of objectives because of the nature of the
goods and services they supply and the manner in which they are funded.
Three characteristics of NFP organizations distinguish them from for-profit
enterprises and influence decision making in the enterprise. First, no one possesses a
right to receive profit or surpluses in an NFP enterprise. The absence of a profit
motive can have a serious impact on the incentive to be efficient. Second, NFP enterprises are exempt from taxes on corporate income. Finally, many NFP enterprises
benefit from the fact that donations to them are tax deductible. These tax benefits
give NFP enterprises an advantage when competing with for-profit enterprises.
Not-for-profit organizations include performing arts groups, museums, libraries,
hospitals, churches, volunteer organizations, cooperatives, credit unions, labor
unions, professional societies, foundations, and fraternal organizations. Some of these
organizations offer services to a group of clients, such as the patients of a hospital.
Others provide services primarily to their members. Country clubs and credit unions
are examples. Finally, some NFP organizations produce products to benefit the
general public. Local symphony and theater companies are examples.
The most important feature that distinguishes NFP organizations from private
sector and public (government) sector organizations is their sources of financial support. NFP organizations receive a large percentage of their externally generated
funds from voluntary contributions. The greater the proportion of external funds
from contributions as a percentage of total revenue, the closer the organization is to
being a pure NFP organization. In contrast, the lower the percentage of contributions
to total revenue, the closer the organization is to being a business firm or government
agency. For example, by this criterion a credit union would be expected to have
organizational objectives that are similar to those of banks, whereas the American
Economic Association, a professional association of economists, is more nearly like
an NFP organization.
14
This section draws heavily on Burton A. Weisbrod, The Nonprofit Economy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1988).
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Public sector (government) agencies tend to provide services that have significant
public-good characteristics. In contrast to private goods, such as a bite-sized
candy bar, for example, a public good can be consumed by more than one person.
Moreover, excluding those who do not pay for the good from consuming it can
only be done at a prohibitively high cost. Examples of public goods include national
defense and flood control. If an antiballistic missile system or a flood control levy is
constructed, those behind the shield cannot be excluded from its protection even if
they refuse to contribute to the cost. Even if one could exclude the nonpayers, the
indivisibility of consumption from flood control makes the incremental cost (and
therefore the efficient price) of adding another participant quite low.
Some goods, such as recreational facilities and the performing arts, have both
private-good and public-good characteristics. For example, concerts and parks may
be shared (within limits) and are partially nonexcludable in the sense that they convey prestige and quality-of-life benefits to the entire community.15 The more costly the
exclusion, the more likely the good or service will be provided by the public sector
rather than the private sector. Portrait artists and personal fitness trainers offer payas-you-go private fee arrangements. Chamber music fans and tennis court users often
organize in consumption-sharing and cost-sharing clubs. On the other hand, open-air
symphony concerts and large parks usually necessitate some public financing.

NOT-FOR-PROFIT OBJECTIVES
Several organizational objectives have been suggested for the NFP enterprise. They
include the following:
1. Maximizing the quantity and quality of output subject to a break-even budget
constraint
2. Maximizing the utility of the NFP’s administrators
3. Maximizing cash flows
4. Maximizing the utility (satisfaction) of contributors
For NFP organizations that rely heavily on external contributions, the overriding
objective is to satisfy current and prospective contributors. This focus does not mean
that the other objectives are mutually exclusive. It is common to find an NFP organization that seeks to satisfy its contributors by (1) efficiently managing its resources,
(2) increasing its capacity to supply high-quality goods or services, and (3) providing
a rewarding work environment for its administrators. As reliance on outside contributors lessens, the other objectives gain importance to the organization.

THE EFFICIENCY OBJECTIVE IN NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Cost-Benefit Analysis
A resource-allocation
model that can be used
by public sector and notfor-profit organizations
to evaluate programs or
investments on the basis
of the magnitude of the
discounted costs and
benefits.

Although both public sector agencies and NFP organizations pursue many objectives, economists focus on the efficiency dimension of those objectives. Whatever set
of objectives the organization decides to pursue, these objectives should be pursued
in the most resource-efficient fashion.
Cost-benefit analysis has been developed to determine how efficient the allocation
of public and NFP resources among competing uses are. This model is the counterpart
15

William J. Baumol and W. G. Bowen, Performing Arts: The Economic Dilemma (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate
Publishing Co., 1993).
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of the capital budgeting model in the private sector. The benefits and costs associated with investments are estimated, and the projects are evaluated on the basis
of which one yields the “biggest bang for the buck.” Because government and
NFP spending is normally constrained by a budget ceiling, the goals actually used to
evaluate expenditures for any public purpose can be any one of the following:
1. Maximize the benefits for given costs
2. Minimize the costs while achieving a fixed level of benefits
3. Maximize the net benefits (benefits minus costs)
Cost-benefit analysis is only one factor in the final decision. It does furnish decision
makers with the results of a careful analysis of the costs and returns associated with
alternative actions. It does not, however, incorporate many of the more subjective
considerations or less easily quantifiable objectives into the analysis, like how fair it
might be. For example, a cost-benefit analysis typically does not consider the effect of
a proposed project on the income distribution of the people within the community
where the project is being proposed. Concern for these matters must be introduced at
another stage in the analysis, generally through the political process.
NFP institutions are often faced with decision-making problems not unlike those
of a public agency. Not-for-profits exist to supply some good (or service) in the most
efficient manner. An NFP hospital, for example, might provide a certain quantity
and quality of medical service to the citizens of a community, given a resource or
budget constraint. Decisions about what programs to fund should be based on an
analysis of benefits and costs generated by the competing programs.

SUMMARY
• Economic profit is defined as the difference between
total revenues and total economic costs. Economic
costs include a normal rate of return on the capital contributed by the firm’s owners. Economic profits exist to
compensate investors for the risk they assume, because
of temporary disequilibrium conditions that may occur
in a market, because of the existence of monopoly
power, and as a reward to firms that are especially innovative or highly efficient.
• As an overall objective of the firm, the shareholder
wealth-maximization model is appealing. It is flexible
enough to account for differential levels of risk and timing differences in the receipt of benefits and the incurring
of future costs. Because shareholder wealth is defined in
terms of the value of the stock, this goal provides a precise performance measure that is free from the problems
associated with using various accounting measures.
• Managers may not always behave in a manner
consistent with the shareholder wealth-maximization
objective. The agency costs associated with preventing
or at least mitigating these deviations from the ownerprincipal’s objective are substantial.

• Changes in the firm’s performance, perhaps unrelated
to a manager’s effort, combined with the unobservable
nature of their creative ingenuity, presents a difficult
principal-agent problem to resolve. This combination
makes it difficult for owner-principals to know when
to blame manager-agents for weak performances versus giving them credit for strong performances.
• Governance mechanisms (including internal monitoring by subcommittees appointed by boards of directors
and large creditors, internal/external monitoring by
large-block shareholders, auditing, and variance analysis) can be used to mitigate agency problems by limiting
managerial discretion.
• Shareholder wealth maximization implies a firm
should be forward-looking, dynamic, and have a longterm outlook; anticipate and manage change; acquire
strategic investment opportunities; and maximize the
present value of expected cash flows to owners within
the boundaries of the statutory law, administrative
law, and ethical standards of conduct.
• Shareholder wealth maximization will be difficult to
achieve when firms suffer from problems related to
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incomplete markets, asymmetric information, and unknown recontracting costs. In the absence of these
complications, managers should maximize the present
value of the discounted future net cash flows to residual claimants—namely, equity owners. If any of the
complicating factors are present, managers must first
attend to those issues before attempting to maximize
shareholder wealth.
• Not-for-profit enterprises exist to supply a good or
service desired by their primary contributors.

Exercises
Answers to the exercises
in blue can be found in
Appendix C at the back
of the book.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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• Public sector organizations often provide services
having significant public-good characteristics. Public
goods are goods that can be consumed by more than
one person at a time with little additional cost, and for
which excluding those who do not pay for the goods is
exceptionally difficult or prohibitively expensive.
• Regardless of their specific objectives, both public and
private institutions should seek to furnish their goods
or services in the most efficient way, that is, at the least
cost possible.

In the period leading up to the war in Iraq, oil prices increased significantly, as did the
profits earned by many oil companies. Some politicians argued that these profits were
undeserved, and they called for price rollbacks or increased taxes. Discuss the pros and
cons of these proposals in the context of the various theories of profit.
How would each of the following actions be expected to affect shareholder wealth?
a. RJR Nabisco sells its Del Monte division for more than $1 billion.
b. Ford Motor Company pays $2.5 billion for Jaguar.
c. General Motors offers large rebates to stimulate sales of its automobiles.
d. Rising interest rates cause the required returns of shareholders to increase.
e. Import restrictions are placed on the French competitors of Napa wineries.
f. A sudden drop occurs in the expected future rate of inflation.
g. A new labor-saving machine is purchased by Wonder Bread and results in the
layoff of 300 employees.
In 2000, firms in the drug industry earned an average return on net worth of 25 percent,
compared with an average return of 15 percent earned by more than 1,400 firms followed by Value Line. Which theory or theories of profit do you think best explain(s) the
performance of the drug industry?
After Iraq’s oil supply was disrupted in the second Gulf War, the price of jet fuel used by
airlines increased dramatically. As the CEO of US Airways, you have been presented
with the following options to deal with this problem:
a. Raise airfares to reflect the expense reduction.
b. Decrease the number of flights per day in some markets.
c. Enter into forward contracts to buy jet fuel at a fixed price for the next two years
and set airfares to a level that will cover these costs of being hedged.
Evaluate these options in the context of the decision-making model presented in the text.
If long-term profitability has been mired at 4 percent operating margins or less for the
last five years, what percentage would you use to trigger executive bonuses? Why?
What issues would arise with hiring and retaining the best managers?
In the context of the shareholder wealth-maximization model of a firm, what is the
expected impact of each of the following events on the value of the firm? Explain why.
a. New foreign competitors enter the market.
b. Strict pollution control requirements are implemented by the government.
c. A previously nonunion workforce votes to unionize.
d. The rate of inflation increases substantially.
e. A major technological breakthrough is achieved by the firm, reducing its costs of
production.
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PART I

7.

CASE
EXERCISES

Introduction

Explain several dimensions of the shareholder-principal conflict with manager-agents
known as the principal-agent problem. To mitigate agency problems between senior
executives and shareholders, should the compensation committee of the board devote
more to executive salary and bonus (cash compensation) or more to long-term incentives? Why? What role does each type of pay play in motivating managers?

DESIGNING A MANAGERIAL INCENTIVES CONTRACT
Specific Electric Co. asks you to implement a pay-for-performance incentive contract
for its new CEO. The CEO can either work hard with a personal opportunity cost
of $200,000 or reduce her effort, thereby avoiding the personal cost. The CEO faces
three possible outcomes: the probability of her company experiencing good luck is
30 percent, medium luck, 40 percent, and bad luck, 30 percent. Although the management team can distinguish the three “states” of luck as the quarter unfolds, the
Compensation Subcommittee of the Board of Directors (and the shareholders) cannot do so. Sometime thereafter, the CEO decides to expend high or low work effort,
and one of the following observable shareholder values then results.
Good Luck (30%)
High CEO Effort
Low CEO Effort

$1,000
$ 800

Shareholder Value (in $millions)
Medium Luck (40%)
Bad Luck (30%)
$800
$500

$500
$300

Assume the company has 10 million shares outstanding offered at a $65 initial share
price, implying a $650 million initial shareholder value. Because the CEO’s effort
and the company’s luck are unobservable to the owners and company directors, it is
not possible when the company’s share price falls to $50 and the company’s value to
$500 million to distinguish whether the company experienced low CEO effort and
medium luck, or high CEO effort and bad luck. Similarly, it is not possible to distinguish low CEO effort and good luck from high CEO effort and medium luck.
Answer the following questions from the perspective of a member of the Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors who is aligned with shareholders’
interests and is deciding on bonus plans for the CEO.

QUESTIONS
1.

What is the maximum amount it would be worth to shareholders to elicit high
CEO effort all the time rather than low CEO effort all the time?

2.

If you decide to pay 1 percent of this amount (in Question 1) as a cash bonus,
what performance level (what share price or shareholder value) in the table
should trigger the bonus? Suppose you decide to elicit high CEO effort when,
and if, medium luck occurs by paying a bonus should the company’s value rise
to $800 million. What criticism of this incentive contract plan can you see?

3.

Suppose you decide to elicit high CEO effort when, and if, good luck occurs by
paying a bonus only for an increase in the company’s value to $1 billion. What
criticism of this incentive contract plan can you see?
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4.

Suppose you decide to elicit high CEO effort when, and if, bad luck occurs by
paying the bonus when the company’s value falls to $500,000. What criticism of
this incentive contract plan can you see?

5.

In an effort to identify the share price that should trigger a bonus payment for the
CEO and maximize shareholder value, how much would you, the Compensation
Committee, be willing to pay an auditor to examine the expense and revenue
flows in real time and deliver perfect forecasting information about the “luck”
the firm is experiencing? Compare shareholder value with this perfect information relative to the best choice among the incentive contract plans in Questions 2,
3, and 4.

6.

Design a stock option-based incentive plan to elicit high effort. Show that this
incentive contract improves shareholder value relative to the best of the cashbased incentive plans in Questions 2, 3, or 4.

7.

Design an incentive plan that seeks to elicit high effort by granting restricted
stock. Show that this incentive contract improves shareholder value relative to
all prior alternatives.

8.

Financial audits are basically sampling procedures to verify with a predetermined accuracy the sources and uses of the company receipts and expenditures;
the larger the sample, the higher is the accuracy. What’s the maximum amount
the Compensation Committee of the Board will be willing to pay for a perfect
forecast if it were possible for the auditors to distinguish good from medium
luck? What about medium from bad luck?

REDUCING GREENHOUSE GASES16
The U.N. Kyoto Protocol of December 1997 would have obligated the United
States to reduce by approximately 25 percent the emission of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases between 2000 and 2010. Brazil, China, India, and Mexico
were all exempted from the agreement. Kyoto’s regulatory quota system was rejected by the United States but adopted by the Europeans. Britain set up a tradable
permit system in 2002; the EU followed in 2005. The cost to produce one kilowatt
hour of coal-fired electricity is now priced higher (at $34.90) than the cost of the
requisite coal itself.

QUESTION
1.

16

Assuming an efficient reduction in greenhouse gases is desirable, how will a
tradable permit system accomplish that goal?

Based on “Letting the Free Market Clear the Air,” BusinessWeek (November 6, 2000), pp. 200–204; and
“Carbon Trading: Revving Up,” The Economist (July 9, 2005), p. 65.

